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EVOLUTION OF METEOR TRAILS
MEERS OPPENHEIM 
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Large Meteor Radar Signal
Specular (small) Meteor Radar Signal
• Electric fields and diffusion of a meteor trail 
• The physics of plasma formation around a meteor
METEOR RESEARCH AT BU
• BU METEOR PAPERS + ABSTRACTS: 
• 2000-2018
• 27 REFEREED PAPERS
• 56 TOTAL FROM NASA ADS 
• ADDRESSING:
• PHYSICS OF METEORS
• METEOR MEASUREMENTS
• WHERE DO PARTICLES COME FROM?
• WHAT USE ARE METEOR MEASUREMENTS?





– Mathematical formulation and 2-D simulations. (Kaiser et al. (1969), Pickering and Windle (1970), 
Lyatskaya and Klimov (1988))  
– Model with no background plasma (Jones, 91)
– Meteor plasma trails: effects of external electric field 2009AnGeo by Dimant, Y. S.; Oppenheim, M. 
M.; Milikh, G. M.
– Meteor trail diffusion and fields: 1. Simulations 2006JGRA by Dimant, Y. S.; Oppenheim, M. M.
– Meteor trail diffusion and fields: 2. Analytical theory  2006JGRA by Dimant, Y. S.; Oppenheim, M. M.
– Day to night variation in meteor trail measurements: Evidence for a new theory of plasma trail 
evolution 2008GeoRL by Oppenheim,  M.; Sugar, G; Bass, E; Dimant, Y.; Chau, J
• What have we done?
– Analytical and Numerical Models of Fields and Diffusion
– Arbitrary angle between trail and B 
– Background E-region plasma 
• What’s needed?  Predictive theory of meteor trail evolution











• Uniform plasma along trail à 2D geometry



















TWO-FLUID MODEL (NEUTRAL FRAME)










































Isothermal plasma (after-cooling stage):





Conservation of plasma during trail diffusion (no recombination)
Momentum Equations:
Continuity equations:
2D diffusion of meteor trail
DelN10err-5:  Cycle=253  Time= 3.0000  dt= 0.0151  p2  Nodes=73183 Cells=36464 RMS Err= 3.7e-6






































2D diffusion of meteor trail
DelN10err-5:  Cycle=253  Time= 3.0000  dt= 0.0151  p2  Nodes=73183 Cells=36464 RMS Err= 3.7e-6







































Background-free ambipolar diffusion 
[Jones, 91]
Our solution



















•Nlin = 1014 m-1
•N0 = 2 x 1011 m-3





























• Slow initial diffusion
• Fast final diffusion
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TRAILS WITH NO HEAD ECHO?
METEOR STRUCTURING OF THE IONOSPHERE
• ESTIMATE STRUCTURING:
• 10 MILLION METEORS 
ABLATE EVERY SECOND 
(JANCHES ET. AL., 04, DYRUD 
ET. AL., 05)
• TYPICAL WING SIZE:          
3 KM X 6KM X 40M
• STRUCTURE 20% OF E-
REGION BETWEEN 95-
115KM

















meteoroid head echo plasma
PREVIOUS ASSUMPTIONS
• METEOR PLASMA DENSITY HAS GAUSSIAN DISTRIBUTION
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Formation of plasma around a small meteoroid:
1. Kinetic theory
Y. S. Dimant1 and M. M. Oppenheim1
1Center for Space Physics, Boston University, Boston, Massachusetts, USA
Abstract Every second, millions of submilligram meteoroids enter the Earth’s atmosphere producing
dense plasmas. Radars easily detect these plasmas, and researchers use this data to characterize both the
meteoroids and the atmosphere. This paper develops a first-principle kinetic theory describing the behavior
of particles ablated from a small fast-moving meteoroid and then colliding with atmospheric molecules.
These collisions result in partial ionization of the ablated particles and formation of a dense plasma around
the meteoroid. This theory produces analytic expressions describing the spatial structure and velocity
distributions of ions and neutrals near the ablating meteoroid. The analytical model will serve as a basis for a
more accurate quantitative interpretation of radar measurements and should help calculate meteoroid and
atmosphere parameters from radar head-echo observations.
Plain Language Summary Every second, millions of submilligram meteoroids enter the Earth’s
atmosphere where they disintegrate, leaving behind atoms of iron, sulphur, carbon, oxygen, etc. Most of
these small meteoroids cannot be seen by naked eye. However, when entering the atmosphere with the
hypersonic speed of tens of kilometers per second, these meteoroids collide with atmosphere, heat up,
and lose their material in a process called ablation. The ablated atoms and molecules further collide with
atmospheric constituents, scatter, and ionize, producing dense plasmas around the meteoroid. Radars
easily detect these plasmas and researchers use this data to characterize both the meteoroids and the
atmosphere. This paper develops a first-principle theory describing the motion of ablated particles that
happens after they collide once with atmospheric molecules. This theory produces analytic expressions
describing the spatial structure and velocity distributions of ions and neutrals near the ablating meteoroid.
The analytical model will serve as a basis for a more accurate quantitative interpretation of radar
measurements and should help calculate meteoroid and atmosphere parameters from radar head-echo
observations.
1. Introduction
Every second, millions of tiny, submilligram, and submillimeter, meteoroids hit the Earth, depositing tons of
extraterrestrial material in its atmosphere. The majority of these meteoroids do not create visual signatures,
but large radars, such as at Arecibo (Puerto Rico) and Jicamarca (Peru), can often detect many meteoroids
per second despite only scanning a few square kilometers. These radars do not measure small meteoroids
themselves but instead detect the plasma generated as they ablate, making measurements called head
echoes. Figure 1 shows an example of one such measurement. Interpreting these measurements requires
a quantitative understanding of the structure of the neutral gas and plasma surrounding a meteoroid. This
paper develops a first-principle kinetic model aimed at interpreting head-echo signals [Bronshten, 1983;
Ceplecha et al., 1998; Close et al., 2002; Pellinen-Wannberg, 2005; Close et al., 2005; Dyrud and Janches, 2008;
Campbell-Brown and Close, 2007; Schult et al., 2013].
Determining the composition of small meteoroids has proven difficult. By analogy with bigger meteorites
that reach the Earth’s surface, researchers assume that small meteoroids are composed of free metals like
iron, nickel, cobalt, volatiles like carbon, water, sulphur, mineral oxides like FeO, SiO2, MgO, etc. Optical spec-
tral measurements of meteors corroborate this assumption but cannot say much about elements that do
not have strong spectral signatures [Borovicka, 1993]. A variety of techniques have led researchers to esti-
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Key Points:
• Develops the first kinetic theory of
plasma formed around an ablating
submilligram meteoroid
• Obtains analytical expressions for the
spatial and velocity distributions of
the near-meteoroid ions and neutrals
• Provides a basis for quantitative
interpretation of radar head-echo
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DIMANT AND OPPENHEIM FORMATION OF PLASMA AROUND METEOROID: 1 1
KINETIC THEORY OF METEOR PLASMA FORMATION
Journal f Geophysical Res arch: Space Physics
Formation of plasma around a small meteoroid: 2. Implications
for radar h ad echo
Y. S. Dimant1 and M. M. Oppenheim1
1Center for Space Physics, Bost n University, Boston, Massachusetts, USA
Abstract This paper calculates the spatial distribution of the plasma responsible for radar head
echoes by applying the kinetic theory developed in the companion paper. This results in a set of analytic
expressions for the plasma density as a function of distance from the meteoroid. It shows that at distances
less than a collisional mean free path from the meteoroid surface, the plasma density drops in proportion
to 1∕R where R is the distance from the meteoroid center; and, at distances much longer than the
mean-free-path behind the meteoroid, the density diminishes at a rate proportional to 1∕R2. The results
of this paper should be used for modeling and analysis of radar head echoes.
Plain Language Summary Every second millions of submilligram meteoroids enter the Earth’s
atmosphere where they disintegrate, leaving behind atoms of iron, sulphur, carbon, oxygen, etc. Most of
these small meteoroids cannot be seen by naked eye. However, when entering the atmosphere with the
hypersonic speed of tens of kilometers per second, these meteoroids collide with atmosphere, heat up,
and lose their material in a process called ablation. The ablated atoms and molecules further collide with
atmospheric constituents, scatter, and ionize, producing dense plasmas around the meteoroid. Radars
easily detect these plasmas, and researchers use these data to characterize both the meteoroids and the
atmosphere. This paper produces analytic expressions describing the spatial distribution of plasma the small
ablating meteoroid. This distribution can be employed for computer modeling of one kind of radar signals:
head echo.
1. Introduction
The radar head ec o is a signal that reflects fro the plasma surroundi t e fast-descendi g mete-
oroid and is Doppler shifted by approximately the meteoroid velocity. Only a small volume of the
dense plasma sufficiently close to the meteoroid contributes to the corresponding radar wave reflection.
Quantitative knowledge of the spatial structure of the near-meteoroid plasma is crucial for accurate model-
ing the head echo radar reflections [Bronshten, 1983; Ceplecha et al., 1998; Close et al., 2005; Campbell-Brown
and Close, 2007].
In the companion paper [Dimant and Oppenheim, 2017, hereinafter referred to as Paper 1], we developed
a first-principle kinetic theory of the plasma formed around a small meteoroid as it moves through the
atmosphere at hypersonic speeds. Using a number of easily justified assumptions, we obtained approx-
imate analytic expressions describing velocity distributions of meteoric ions and neutrals. In this paper,
we calculate the spatial structure of the plasma density that follows from the kinetic theory developed
in Paper 1. This calculation demonstrates that this spatial structure differs dramatically from a simple
Gaussian or exponential distribution currently employed for modeling radar wave scattering from the meteor
plasma [Close et al., 2005; Marshall and Close, 2015]. This research does not describe the distribution of plasma
or neutrals in the meteoroid tail where particles lag well behind the meteoroid after having collided more
than once.
Simple analysis of individual collisions between particles indicates that heavy meteoric particles in the
near-meteor sheath consist predominantly of the “primary” and “secondary” particles. By a primary particle
we mean an ablated meteoroid particle that moves freely with a ballistic trajectory until it collides with an
atmospheric molecule. These primary particles are predominantly neutral. A secondary particle is a former pri-
mary particle that experienced exactly one collision, either scattering or ionizing. Most of the near-meteoroid
ions responsible for head echoes belong to the group of secondary particles. The vast majority of ions that
RESEARCH ARTICLE
10.1002/2017JA023963
This article is a companion to
Dimant and Oppenheim [2017]
doi:10.1002/2017JA023960.
Key Points:
• Calculates the spatial distribution of
the plasma density around a small
ablating meteoroid
• Plasma density scales with the
collisional mean free path and is
independent of the meteoroid
velocity
• Provides a basis for realistic modeling
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Forma ion of Plasma Around a Small Meteoroid:
Simulation a d The ry
G. Sugar1, M. M. Oppenh im2 , Y. S. Dimant2 , and S. Close1
1Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Stanford University, Stanford, CA, USA, 2Center for Space Physics, Boston
University, Boston, MA, USA
Abstract High-power large-aperture radars detect meteors by reflecting radio waves off dense
plasma that surrounds a hypersonic meteoroid as it ablates in the Earth’s atmosphere. If the plasma density
profile around the meteoroid is known, the plasma’s radar cross section can be used to estimate meteoroid
properties such as mass, density, and composition. This paper presents head echo plasma density
distributions obtained via two nu erical simulations of a small ablating meteoroid and compares the results
to an analytical solution found in Dimant and Oppenheim (2017a, https://doi.org/10.1002/2017JA023960,
2017b, https://doi.org/10.1002/2017JA023963). The first simulation allows ablated meteoroid particles to
experience only a si gle collision to match an assumption in the analytical solution, whil the second is a
mor realistic simulati n by allowing multipl collisions. Th i ulation and analytic l r sults exhibit similar
plasma density distributio s. At distances m ch less than !T , the average dist ce n ablated particle travels
from the met roid b fore a collision with an atmospheric particle, he pla ma ensity f ll off as 1∕R, where
R is the distance from the meteoroid center. At dist ces substantia ly greater than !T , the plasma d nsity
profile has an angular dependence, falling off as ∕R2 directly behind the meteoroid, 1∕R3 in a plane
perpendicular to the meteoroid’s path that contains the meteoroid center, and exp[−1.5(R∕!T )2∕3]∕R in
front of the meteoroid. When used for calculating meteoroid masses, this new plasma density model can
give masses that are orders f magnitude different than masses calculated from a spherically symmetric
G ussian distribution, which has been used to calculate masses in the p st.
1. Introduction
Millions of submilligram meteoroids ent r Earth’s atmosphere very s cond. When a small meteoroid
m ves through the atm sphere, collisions with atmospheric molecules heat the meteoroid to high tem-
peratures. When the meteoroid’s surface reaches the evaporation temperature of its constituent material
(typically ∼2,500 K), the meteoroid will ablate and eject particles from its surface (Bronshten, 1983; Ceplecha
et al., 1998). These liberated particles then experience high-energy ionizing collisions with atmospheric
molecules, d a dense plasma forms around the ablating meteoroid.
High-power large-aperture (HPLA) radars, such as Arecibo, ALTAIR, MU, PFISR, and the Jicamarca 50-MHz radar,
detect this plasma between 120 km and 75 km altitude as meteor head echoes (Chau & Woodman, 2004;
Janches & Revelle, 2005). Close et al. (2005) developed a method that uses the head echo radar cross section
(RCS) to estimate the associated meteoroid mass. However, this method depends strongly on the assumed
plasma density profile (Dyrud et al., 2008; Marshall & Close, 2015). Finite difference time domain (FDTD) sim-
ulations show that for a given RCS, the electron line density of the plasma can vary by on order of magnitude
depending on the assumed plasma density distribution (Marshall et al., 2016). Therefore, an accurate estimate
of the head echo plasma density is needed to accurately map RCS to meteoroid mass.
Past studies that used head echo RCS to estimate meteoroid mass assumed a spherically symmetric Gaussian
plasma density profile surrounding the associated meteoroid (Campbell-Brown et al., 2012; Close et al., 2005;
Dyrud & Janches, 2008; Zinn et al., 2011). Recent work by Dimant and Oppenheim (2017a, 2017b) uses kinetic
theory to develop a new model for the head echo plasma density distribution that neither is spherically sym-
metric nor follows a Gaussian distribution (this new model will be referred to as the DO model). Rather, in
the near-meteoroid region (R ≪ !T ), the plasma density falls off as ∼ 1∕R, while in the far-meteoroid region




• This paper simulates the spatial
distribution of the plasma density
formed around a small ablating
meteoroid
• This paper confirms the analytical
expression for the spatial plasma
density distribution by comparing
with simulation results
• The new plasma distribution could
result in orders of magnitude
differences in head echo derived
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(R is normalized to !(#))
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Figure 2. T plasma density spatial distribution for the analytical solution (top), single-collision simulation (middle),
and multicollision simulation (bottom). The figure shows cross sections of the axially symmetric density distributions,
where the meteoroid path (the axis of symmetry) lies on the r = 0 line. The densities are normalized such that the
maximum density in the single-collision simulation domain is set to unity.
cross s ions equal to within 1%. Therefore, we can consider the ion-neutral and neutral-neutral collisional
cross sectio s to be qual. Rather than use the Lennard Jones potential to derive the collisional cross sections,
we used the Bronshten (1983) model that has been extensively in the field,
! = 5.61 × 10−19V−0.8rel , (13)
where Vrel is the relative velocity between the colliding particles in kilometers per second and ! is the colli-
sional cross section in square meters. If a collision occurs, we use the ionization probability model for Na in
Vondrak et al. (2008) to determine whether the collision was ionizing:
" = 0.933(Vrel − 8.86)2V−1.94rel (14)
where Vrel again has units of kilometers per second.
6. Simulation Results
In this section, we show results from the two simulations and compare them with each other and the Dimant
and Oppenheim (2017a, 2017b) analytical results. As stated in section 2, the difference between the two sim-
ulations is that one allows for a particle to experience only a single collision, while the other simulation allows
for more than one collision. The simulation and analytical plasma densities are presented in Figures 2–6.
Figure 2 shows the steady state ion densities for the analytical and simulation results in a plane containing
the meteoroid path, while Figures 3–5 show plasma densities along the meteoroid path in the wake of mete-
oroid, perpendicular to the meteoroid path at z = 0, and along the meteoroid path in front of the meteoroid
respectively, where z is the position along the meteoroid path with the meteoroid center located at z = 0
and r is the distance to the meteoroid path axis. Figure 6 shows the ratio of the analytical plasma density to
the single-collision simulation density (top) and the multicollision density (bottom). The densities reported in
Figures 2–5 have been normalized so that the maximum density of the single-collision simulation is unity.
6.1. Comparison of Single-Collision and Multicollision Results
The only difference between the simulations is the amount of collisions that particles are allowed to expe-
rience. Therefore, in the near-meteoroid region, where zero and single-collision particles dominate, it is
expected that the simulation results be nearly identical. This explains why the simulation densities are approx-
imately equal in the near-meteoroid regions of Figures 3–5. However, we expect the simulation plasma
densities to differ in the far-meteoroid region because particles are more likely to experience multiple col-
lisions the farther they travel from the meteoroid. Every collision will bring a particle’s velocity closer to U⃗,
causing the multicollision simulation to have more ions traveling closer to U⃗ than the single-collision simula-
tion in the far-meteoroid regions. This causes ions to be swept back behind the meteoroid in the multicollision
SUGAR ET AL. 7
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Figure 2. The pl ma density spatial distribution for the analytical solution (top), single-collision simulation (middle),
and multicollision simulation (bottom). The figure shows cross sections of the axially symmetric density distributions,
where the meteoroid path (the axis of symmetry) lies on the r = 0 line. The densities are normalized such that the
maximum d n ity in the single-collision simulation domain is set to unity.
cross sections equal to within 1%. Therefore, we can consider the ion-neutral and neutral-neutral collisional
cr ss s cti ns to be qual. Rather than use the Lennard Jones potential to derive the collisional cross sections,
we used the Bronshten (1983) model that has been extensively in the field,
! = 5.61 × 10−19V−0.8rel , (13)
where Vrel is the relative velocity between the colliding particles in kilometers per second and ! is the colli-
sional cross s ction in square meters. If a col ision occurs, we use the ion zation p obability model for Na in
Vondrak t al. (2008) to determine whether the collision was ionizing:
" = 0.933(Vrel − 8.86)2V−1.94rel (14)
where Vrel again has units of kilometers per second.
6. Simulation Results
I this section, we show results from the two simulations and compare them with each other and the Dimant
and Oppenheim (20 7a, 2017b) analytical results. As stated in section 2, the difference between the two sim-
ulations is that one allows for a particle to experience only a single collision, while the other simulation allows
for more than one collision. The simulation and analytical plasma densities are presented in Figures 2–6.
Figure 2 shows the steady state ion densities for the analytical and simulation results in a plane containing
the meteoroid path, while Figures 3–5 show plasma densities along the meteoroid path in the wake of mete-
oroid, perpendicular to the meteoroid path at z = 0, and along the meteoroid path in front of the meteoroid
respectively, where z is the position along the meteoroid path with the meteoroid center located at z = 0
and r is the distance to the meteoroid path axis. Figure 6 shows the ratio of the analytical plasma density to
the single-collision simulation density (top) and the multicollisi n density (bottom). T e densities reported in
Figures 2–5 have been normalized so th t the maximum e sity of the single-collision simulation is unity.
6.1. Comparis of Single-Colli ion and Multicollision Results
The only difference b tween he simulat on is the amount of collisions that particles are a lowed to expe-
rience. Therefore, in t e near-meteoroid region, wh re z ro and single-collision part cles dominate, it is
expected that the simulation r sults be nearly identic l. This explains why the simulation densities are app x-
imat ly equal in the near-meteoroid regions of Figures 3–5. However, we expect the simulation plasma
densities to differ in he far-meteoroid region beca s particles are more likely to experience multiple col-
lisions the farther they travel from he meteoroid. Every co lision will bring a particle’s velocity close to U⃗,
causing the multicollision simulation to have more ions traveling closer to U⃗ than the single-collision simula-
tion in the far-meteoroid regions. This causes ions to be swept back behind the meteoroid in the multicollision
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SIMULATIONS – NO FIELDS
f1 f2Ablating Neutrals Ions Created by Collision
3D SIMULATIONS OF 
METEOR PLASMA 
EVOLUTION
• PARTICLE IN CELL 
SIMULATIONS
• MASSIVELY PARALLEL
• 8,000+ PROCESSORS 
SIMULTANEOUSLY
• 2048X1024X1024 GRID 
CELLS
• 8X109 MACRO PARTICLES
Up to 10 years of 
CPU time in less 
than 1 day
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Figure 2. The plasma density spatial distribution for the analytical solution (top), single-collision simulation (middle),
and multicollision simulation (bottom). The figure shows cross sections of the axially symmetric density distributions,
where the meteoroid path (the axis of symmetry) lies on the r = 0 line. The densities are normalized such that the
maximum density in the single-collision simulation domain is set to unity.
cross sections equal to within 1%. Therefore, we can consider the ion-neutral and neutral-neutral collisional
cross sections to be equal. Rather than use the Lennard Jones potential to derive the collisional cross sections,
we used the Bronshten (1983) model that has been extensively in the field,
! = 5.61 × 10−19V−0.8rel , (13)
where Vrel is the relative velocity between the colliding particles in kilometers per second and ! is the colli-
sional cross section in square meters. If a collision occurs, we use the ionization probability model for Na in
Vondrak et al. (2008) to determine whether the collision was ionizing:
" = 0.933(Vrel − 8.86)2V−1.94rel (14)
where Vrel again has units of kilometers per second.
6. Simulation Results
In this section, we show results from the two simulations and compare them with each other and the Dimant
and Oppenheim (2017a, 2017b) analytical results. As stated in section 2, the difference between the two sim-
ulations is that one allows for a particle to experience only a single collision, while the other simulation allows
for more than one collision. The simulation and analytical plasma densities are presented in Figures 2–6.
Figure 2 shows the steady state ion densities for the analytical and simulation results in a plane containing
the meteoroid path, while Figures 3–5 show plasma densities along the meteoroid path in the wake of mete-
oroid, perpendicular to the meteoroid path at z = 0, and along the meteoroid path in front of the meteoroid
respectively, where z is the position along the meteoroid path with the meteoroid center located at z = 0
and r is the distance to the meteoroid path axis. Figure 6 shows the ratio of the analytical plasma density to
the single-collision simulation density (top) and the multicollision density (bottom). The densities reported in
Figures 2–5 have been normalized so that the maximum density of the single-collision simulation is unity.
6.1. Comparison of Single-Collision and Multicollision Results
The only difference between the simulations is the amount of collisions that particles are allowed to expe-
rience. Therefore, in the near-meteoroid region, where zero and single-collision particles dominate, it is
expected that the simulation results be nearly identical. This explains why the simulation densities are approx-
imately equal in the near-meteoroid regions of Figures 3–5. However, we expect the simulation plasma
densities to differ in the far-meteoroid region because particles are more likely to experience multiple col-
lisions the farther they travel from the meteoroid. Every collision will bring a particle’s velocity closer to U⃗,
causing the multicollision simulation to have more ions traveling closer to U⃗ than the single-collision simula-
tion in the far-meteoroid regions. This causes ions to be swept back behind the meteoroid in the multicollision
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THE MISSING MASS PROBLEM
• USE HEAD ECHO SIGNAL STRENGTH TO CALCULATE METEOROID MASS
• MORE MASS ENTERING THE ATMOSPHERE THAN OBSERVE BY RADARS
• TOO MUCH DUST
• TOO MANY PARTICLES
• TOO MANY METALS IN THE UPPER ATMOSPHERE
• PART OF THE ANSWER: 





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































• IMPROVED KNOWLEDGE OF METEOR PLASMA DENSITY
• BETTER INTERPRETATIONS OF OBSERVATIONS
• BETTER METEOROLOGY
• IMPROVED AERONOMY & SOLAR SYSTEM SCIENCE
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